Meditating metal coenhanced fluorescence and SERS around gold nanoaggregates in nanosphere as bifunctional biosensor for multiple DNA targets.
Gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) are very attractive candidate nanoparticles in biological assay because of their high chemical stabilities, high homogeneities, good biocompatibilities, and low toxicities. However, molecular beacon assays via encapsulating the combined fluorescence or surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signals of reporters and Au NPs in nanobarcodes particles usually suffer from fluorescence quenching or weak Raman enhancement when Au NPs are employed (especially with size smaller than 15 nm). Herein, we present a new design of simultaneously realizing metal-enhanced fluorescence and coenhanced surface-enhanced Raman scattering by facilely embedding Ag nanoparticle into the shell of two kinds of Au nanoaggregate (5 and 10 nm), meanwhile, fluorophore is located between the silver core and gold nanoparticle layers and the distance among them is adjusted by SiO2 spacer (Ag@first SiO2 spacer@FiTC+SiO2@second SiO2 spacer@Au nanoaggregate). In this architecture, Ag nanoparticle not only is utilized as an efficient fluorescence enhancer to overcome the common fluorescence quenching around Au nanoaggregates but also behaves like a mirror. Thus, incident light that passes through the SERS-active Au nanoaggregate and the intervening dielectric layer of SiO2 could be reflected multiply from the surface of Ag nanoparticle and coupled with the light at the nanogap between the Au nanoaggregates to further amplify Raman intensity. This results in enhancement factors for fluorescence and SERS ~1.6-fold and more than 300-fold higher than the control samples without silver core under identical experimental conditions, respectively. Moreover, fluorophore and SERS reporters are assembled onto different layers of the concentric hybrid microsphere, resulting in a feasible fabrication protocol when a large number of agents need to be involved into the dual-mode nanobarcodes. A proof-of-concept chip-based DNA sandwich hybridization assay using genetically modified organisms as a model system has been investigated based on the concentric hybrid microsphere. The high specificity and sensitivity of the assays suggest that the new architecture has a potential for various bioanalytical applications and provides opportunities for other similar metal nanoparticles to realize coenhancement effect.